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–David Marr

“What does it mean, to see? The plain man’s answer 
would be, to know what is where by looking.” 



Society of Mind - Marvin Minsky
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Scene Rendering



Labyrinth Navigation



Uncertainty in GQN



GQN Representations

* & †  –– Same objects, different positions, 
clearly separated



Generalization



Applications



https://github.com/deepmind/lab



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBJFngN33Qo



Discussion

Building up an internal representation using an LSTM is an unusual approach 
in the image domain. The authors argue that it allows for the representation 
of much more complex domains. What are the limitations of this approach? 
Should all current representational models be swapped to the GQN 
framework?



Discussion

The results are incredibly impressive from a cognitive perspective. Running 
mazes and mental rotation tasks are canonical experiments in the literature. 
However, the model is so complex, it is not clear what is actually contributing 
to what in the model. Consequently, does this model help us understand the 
problem?



Discussion

What does this mean for game and simulation design? One could imagine a 
context where a 'game' is just a simulated world learned by a complex model, 
and 'playing the game' just means simulating different triggers in the model 
in different contexts. Is this still a game, or does the medium matter? 



Think of generating text pertaining to the same topic with different 
“viewpoints”

Discussion

i.e. from the topic of taxation from a capitalist or socialist viewpoint, what 
sort of signal representation should we be using?

Could we summarize the representations r like the image signals, simply by 
adding all the other representations into one single representation?



Appendix



Dataset

https://github.com/deepmind/gqn-datasets



learnable parameters
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